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The hall went quiet.

The former supreme narrowed his eyes, obviously in deep thought. He said after a while, “Mrs. Clarke, if
you do this, aren’t you afraid that the matter will be revealed and lead to the destruction of the Wallis
family?”

When he said this, the former supreme stared at Giada as if he had already seen through the woman in front
of him.

Giada smiled graciously and said, “As long as Lord Supreme’s Alpha Camp encircles Arcadia Island while
Fulton is not around, combined with my arrangements and connections on that island, I’ll raise the flag with
my orders when the time comes and the entire Arcadia Island will be mine and Lord Supreme’s.”

The former supreme pondered slightly and said, “Do you think Roger Clarke is such an easy person to deal
with?”

He could not believe that a fellow like Roger would not have a backup plan.

Moreover, Roger was someone who had served in the Nonagon. What kind of thoughts and methods would
he not be aware of?

He was truly the most elite out of all!

How many people could there be in this world?

Of course, Giada did not understand Roger’s past.

She got up and sneered with a conspiratorial expression, “Roger Clarke is old. If the Clarke family wants to
continue to develop, he can’t do it without me and the Wallis family! I’ve been operating in the Clarke
family for so many years just waiting for this day!”

After saying that, she turned around, looked at the former supreme very seriously, and said, “Lord Supreme,
this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! As long as you assist me, I’ll give you all the properties and
resources of the branch family!”

What benefits!

It was a very large cake!

That was half of the Clarke family!

It was impossible to say that the former supreme was not tempted.

However, reason overcame his impulse.



He looked at Giada and said, “Mrs. Clarke, I’m afraid you’ve underestimated Roger’s abilities and methods.
He’s not an old man at the end of his rope like what you think. I can tell you clearly that in this world,
there’s nothing and no one that he cannot see through. Including the fact that you’re here to see me right
now, I’m afraid that he already knows about it. I even suspect that he had deliberately let you out. He’s
simply inviting the fly into the spider web.”

During those years of working with Roger, the former supreme was deeply impressed by his methods and
abilities!

That man was the only person from that era who had overwhelmed the entire Nonagon!

Even the Clarke family had developed rapidly in his hands and suddenly broke away from the control of all
other parties!

Such a man would only become more shrewd the older he got. He was absolutely not someone whom others
could fathom.

Giada frowned when she heard the words of the former supreme and said, “Lord Supreme, perhaps you’re
overly worried about this. I think that as long as you and I join hands, nothing is impossible. Moreover, this
opportunity is truly rare. I hope you can reconsider my suggestion carefully, Lord Supreme.”

The former supreme shook his head and directly rejected Giada’s cooperation. He said, “You should leave.
Send the guest out.”

After saying that, the former supreme got up and left the hall with his walking cane.

Giada’s beautiful brows furrowed, and her face turned chilly. Then, she stamped her feet, turned around, and
left the place!

Since the former supreme had refused to help, she must seek someone new to cooperate with.

She was adamant to gain control over the Clarke family!

The arrow was already on the bow and must be launched!

When she was out of the hall and reached the door, Harry quickly walked over and said respectfully,
“Young Lady, something has happened at home. The old master was invited by Roger Clarke to Arcadia
Island to relive the old days.”

“What?”

Upon hearing this, astonishment crossed Giada’s face!

She frowned as she squeezed her fists bitterly before walking quickly toward the black Bentley parked at the
door.

“Go back.”

Giada said to the driver. At the same time, she understood the meaning of what the former supreme had just
said.

This damned Roger Clarke!

He really had a backup plan!



On the balcony on the second floor of the villa, the former supreme leaned on his walking cane and looked
at the Bentley leaving downstairs. His eyes narrowed slightly, and his voice grew colder as he said, “The
Wallis family is nothing more than a pawn. She really considers herself as a character. In his eyes, all the
people and things in the world are just chess pieces. This game of chess is not something Giada Wallis from
the little Wallis family can get involved in.”
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